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ABOUT THE TEACHER
• Alessandro Ricci  
– PhD, researcher of the University of Bologna 
– email: a.ricci@unibo.it 
– studio:  
• Studio 5, DISI, via Venezia 52, Cesena (FC) Tel: 0547339217 
• Studio 13, DISI, via Sacchi, Cesena (FC) 
– office hours: 
• Tuesday, 9.00 - 11.00, at Studio 13 
• by appointment (email)
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COURSE WEB SITE
• Official course web site reachable at: 
 https://elearning-cds.unibo.it 
    the course is located under Scuola di Ingegneria e Architettura, a.a. 
2013/2014  
     Can be directly reached at:   
    https://elearning-cds.unibo.it/course/view.php?id=983 
• Contents 
– Slides, Bibliography (articles), Lab material, Exams 
– Course (b)log 
– Forums (news, students’ forum) 
• To create a private account, students should subscribe to the web site  
following the instructions reported in the starting page 
– choosing a user name + password 
– using the university email as email address (XXX@studio.unibo.it) 
– starting subscribing password: dijkstra 
– select “enroll this course” once entered 
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THE RAISE OF A MULTI-PARADIGM ERA (1)
• The raise of declarative paradigms in the mainstream 
– Functional programming 
• mature languages and technologies: e.g. Haskell 
• more and more integrated with OOP 
– cornerstone of new industrial-strength languages such as Scala 
– already part of mainstream languages JavaScript, C#,... 
– it will be integrated in Java 8 
– supported by relevant scripting/dynamic languages - e.g. Clojure, 
Lua 
– Logic Programming  
• more and more  “smart app” => AI course 
• Example: Typesafe company case 
– OOP + functional programming + actors (in Scala/Java) 
– used by Twitter, LinkedIn, Siemens, Amazon.com, Xerox, Sony...
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THE RAISE OF A MULTI-PARADIGM ERA (2)
• Concurrent programming as part of every-day programming 
– “software and concurrency revolution” [*] 
– multi-threaded & parallel programming  
– asynchronous 
• event-driven, reactive programming 
– message passing and actors 
• Pervasiveness in application domains 
– desktop app, web app, mobile app, IoT/embedded, … 
• Main drivers  
– multi-core architectures  
• tackling “The end of Amdahl’s law as we know it” 
• currently 2 - 16 cores => up to 100, 1000 in next decades 
– “How Multicore Processors Are Reshaping Computing”,  Information 
Week March 2007  
– mobile and embedded technologies  
– development & ubiquity of the network
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[*] The Free Lunch is Over - The Fundamental Turn of Software into Concurrency 	

(Herb Sutter & James Larus, “Software and the Concurrency Revolution”, ACM Queue, 7(3), 2005)
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COURSE OBJECTIVES
• Providing an overview of programming paradigms 
– imperative, OO, functional, logic   
– focusing on functional programming & its integration with OOP 
• Providing solid knowledge and skills about concurrent 
programming, including concurrent programs modeling & design 
– multi-threaded programming 
– message-passing models  
– event-driven & asynchronous programming 
• Practice 
– functional programming in Haskell, Java 8 and Scala 
– concurrent programming  
• Java as reference language 
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RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER COURSES
• Pre-requisite knowledge 
– Computer Programming - Fundamentals  
• Imperative / procedural programming  
• Object-Oriented Programming  
– Operating Systems - Fundamentals 
– practice  
• Java language  
• Relationships with other ISI courses 
– Linguaggi di Programmazione e Modelli Computazionali 
– Sistemi Distribuiti  
– Ingegneria dei Sistemi Software  
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COURSE ORGANIZATION
• Paradigms (~4 weeks) 
– Overview of Programming Paradigms 
– Functional Programming 
– Paradigms Integration - OOP + Functional 
> LAB: Haskell, Scala, Java 8 
• Concurrent programming - Basics (~4 weeks) 
– Introduction to Concurrency & Concurrent Programming 
– Modeling & Design Concurrent Programs 
– Basic Mechanisms for Interaction and Coordination - Shared Memory Model 
• multi-threaded programming 
– Task-based frameworks 
> LAB: Java & Java Concur Library 
• Concurrent programming - Advanced (~3 weeks) 
– Message Passing and Actors 
– Asynchronous, Event-driven and Reactive Programming 
> LAB: Actor Frameworks & JavaScript-based technologies
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ASSESSMENT 
• 2 parts  
– Part A (written / computer) 
• set of programming exercises + program analysis 
– Part B 
• oral exam about course topics, including the lab part 
• [OPTIONAL] programming project (=> reduced oral part) 
– assigned 4 weeks before the end of the course   
– source code + report 
– groups are allowed, max 3 students 
– shared code is allowed, but individual reports 
• Subscription & results via AlmaEsami  
– http://almaesami.unibo.it
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TEXTBOOKS
• Suggested books for programming & programming paradigms  
– Programming Languages: Principles and Paradigms - Gabbrielli, Martini 
– For the lab: 
• “Haskell - The Craft of Functional Programming” - Thompson 
• “Programming in Scala” - Oderski 
• For concurrency 
– “Principles of Concurrent and Distributed Programming” - Ben-Ari, 
Addison-Wesley, 2006  
– For the lab 
• “Java Concurrency in Practice” - Goetz et al., Addison Wesley, 2006  
• Research papers  
– suggested by the teacher  
– available on the web, on the digital libraries of ACM and IEEE in particular 
• ACM: http://www.acm.org/dl  
• IEEE (http://ieeexplore.ieee.org) 
– available on the web site, among Files (Bibliography folder)
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